
MY EGO IN EXCHANGE … 
 
As I come into this earth consciousness as a soul, I begin immediately to suffer from amnesia. I 
come in trailing clouds of glory and soon lose all memory of any prior existence. This happens as a 
result of my five senses kicking in and they create what is known as ego/perception. As I grow from 
infancy to adolescence and ultimately into an adult, the ego that I become is synonymous with my 
personality. My perception of life in general is then formed. 
 
 Within the mass illusion [that was here when I arrived] it appears that my ego [personality] is who I 
am. Even I myself identify with this personality and see it as the one I am. There is however the 
eternal Being that I am, who sleeps for a time while the ego has its day this happens over many life 
cycles. My ego is the dream my soul creates from the ego’s perception. My soul is the dreamer. 
Everything is a perfect setup for my soul to expand. My soul and ego are synonymous terms. The 
ego becomes my greatest tool in creating contrast and its contrast that awakens me within the 
dream and ultimately from it. 
 
While I sleep, wonderful things are taking place. Just as when my ego sleeps each night and the 
body heals and balances itself, just so in the dream my soul is having [since falling asleep] all is 
working to heal it from wounds that are a result of my initial separation from Love. 
 
 In the beginning I knew the safety of Love. In the beginning I experienced this love. In the 
beginning I was this Love At some point as Prime Creator travailed and finally became many souls, 
I then was hurled forth into darkness. The darkness was from being cut off, from the light which 
resulted from the separation. Through many incarnations I have come gaining light from the 
darkness that each ego created while I slept during each life cycle. Deep, so very deep within my 
soul has always been Prime Creator the dreamer. 
 
This Prime Creator is Love and is my source. At the beginning of my journey the darkness I 
experienced from the separation was very great. I have created many obstacles in each of my 
dreams that have served me well; for now at last I am becoming more lucid within the dreams while 
my soul sleeps. I know I’m still sleeping because of the nature of my dream, but in spite of what I 
experience in this dream I am becoming lucid. I am now in the process of becoming fully awake. 
 
When I awaken in the morning I will no longer have the experience of a house divided. Nor will I see 
wars and famines. My experience upon awakening will be far surpassing what I was before the 
initial separation. I will not be the same as in the beginning, but so much more. My personality will 
then be the one whom I have become. All the darkness I have created will have produced great light 
within my soul. As I gain all the many riches from all my dreams [incarnations] just so All That Is  
will have been enriched as well as it also will have been with each of us on this long, night of the 
soul.  
 
If I have arrived at the place in the path where I long for the awareness of the presence [that always 
brings joy unspeakable] enough to lay down my ego in exchange, that is when I will experience 
heaven here and now. Heaven I have tasted as a foretaste of that which I will have created when he 
by his unconditioned love and riches and far reaching grace will accept my life in exchange for his. 
Nothing less then all of me will be accepted. Hi life has always been mine but now it’s so much 
greater then before the night descended.  



 
When I gain you gain. When you gain I gain. As we gain he gains as he gains we gain, for I am you, 
you are me, he is us and we are him. We’re all in this adventure together. Always have been, always 
will be. The many are the One and the One is the many. 
 
 
 
  
 

 


